These animal-trainers, usually travelling in small groups but also sometimes alone or with a larger performing company, were part of a large movement of people that for centuries animated the entire European continent. The lower classes had hardly been immobile. Waves of local, circular, chain and career migrations had corrugated the European landscape since the 1600s, belonging to a long history of poverty and charity. 4 For the peasant classes, as Leslie Moch notes in her Moving Europeans, 'stability was a privilege'. 5 Various migrant groups played a part in the developing European economy. Teams of seasonal workers were hired to reclaim and fertilize potential agricultural land, as in the unhealthy swamps of the Tuscan Maremma. In winter men from the poor mountain villages of the Alps and the Apennines came down to seek a living as knife-sharpeners or as pedlars. Walking from one village to another with their wares (ink, toys, needles and other small items) on a wooden tray hung from the neck, such pedlars (in France 'colporteurs') were essential to the pre-industrial distribution of goods; 6 they also helped to shape the modern European market.
7
Travelling healers or 'charlatans' -recurrently licensed and regulated, as David Gentilcore has shown -offered basic medical care for the poorer population. 8 The orsanti shared some but not all characteristics with 'charlatans' (as pedlars of the exotic or bizarre, perhaps), as also with other wandering seasonal migrants.
Living conditions in this mountainous area were particularly harsh for the rural proletariat in the age of urbanization . 9 Its rural workers were known as mangiamarroni (chestnut-eaters), because their diet was based on chestnut flour. According to the 1881 Inchiesta Agraria (Agricultural Investigation) the peasant diet consisted of 'bread, very little and commonly a grain mixture. Some soup with vegetables and lard. Plenty of chestnut polenta. Plenty of corn . . . very little meat, usually goat and rarely pig. A few garden vegetables, eggs, milk, cheese'. Wine was occasional ('none or very little'), 'drunk in osteria' [at the inn]. 10 Driven by poverty and family traditions of migration, the orsanti would leave in spring and come back in autumn. In a letter preserved in the Compiano Museum a wife longs for the end of summer and her husband's return:
. . . I waited for you day by day I waited and waited long and long oh how unhappy I will be by the time August arrives oh what a long time it is for me oh how will July pass oh what a long month it is for me.
11
Migration from this area had been commonplace since the fifteenth century, though not appreciated by the landowners and priests who signed the migrants' travel documents. As early as the fourteenth century the Marquises of Malaspina in the Val Trebbia (between Tuscany and Emilia) decreed that peasants who did not return after three months of absence would forfeit their property ('De non eundum ad habitandum extra terras dominorum suorum').
12 Documents in the Parma Archive provide evidence of increasing migration from 1757 onwards, and depict a universe of vagrants who left the region (or passed through it) and wandered across Europe, sometimes silently dying in prisons or hospitals of the poor, or injured in trivial road accidents, or often just vanishing. 13 A good number of these were misfits who ended up crowding foreign prisons; historian Emilio Franzina sees them as the source of long-standing anti-Italian stereotypes.
set out with their primitive wagons and their animals from the area around Bedonia, certain family names recurred as leaders: the Belli, Roncaioli, Del Nevo and Taddei departed from Masanti; Bernabo`, Bruni, Aramini, Caramatti, Corti and Volpi left from Cavignaga; Dallara from Fontanabardi; Agazzi, Delchini, Sozzi and Rossi from the village of Prato; Bertani from Libbia and Bruni from Monti. 17 One of the first documents from this migration of orsanti is a permit for the exhibition of animals in foreign lands, dated 1802. It gives a virtual snapshot of a young manshort, illiterate -who called himself a 'charlatan'. 18 The citizen Francesco Noberini, profession Charlatan, native of Strella [Strela] , village of the State of Piacenza, domiciled in this village, 22 years old, short stature, long face, short black hair, large forehead, gray eyes, ordinary nose, mediocre mouth, round chin, leaving from this village, he moves to France to show wild animals . . . . Signature of exhibitor: he doesn't know how to write. Parma, from the Primaire Government, XI Year of the French Republic. 19 In the second half of the nineteenth century one small village near Bedonia, Cavignaga, supplied no fewer than four travelling circuses. Paolo Bernabo`'s circus performed in Athens in 1843, on the occasion of Greek independence. The Volpi family (nicknamed Spincia) owned a circus that performed in England. Antonio Cappellini ('Ciccotto') eventually closed his circus and went back to Cavignaga to retire: well known for wearing a pair of odd embroidered slippers, he died there in 1916. The fourth and most famous company was owned by Antonio Bernabo`.
Stories of these celebrated orsanti, oral and written, survive and are still told to local children. 20 Antonio Bernabo`, for instance, had left as a tenyear-old to follow his brother Luigi to Germany. Escaping from this brother/master he was 'lost' for eight years, after which he came back to Cavignaga, much changed. 'Look, you're dead', his mother told him, but finally she recognized the scar on his forehead and hugged him, in accordance with the narrative rules of melodrama. 21 Antonio spent his life travelling to distant places to buy exotic beasts. In 1879 he was in Crimea, where he bought fifty-seven camels. In Odessa he met a Taddei from Masanti who owned an osteria and a Lusardi from Cavignaga who performed with a dog and a monkey and had been given up for lost. He then travelled to the Arctic Circle to capture polar bears. The climax of his career occurred in 1903, when he dazzled the Turkish sultan into buying his entire circus and making Bernabo`and his associates (Giovanni Agazzi and the goat-trainer Giovanni Aramini, who spoke eight languages), knights of Constantinople. He used the money from the sale (18,000 lire) to buy a larger circus but this had to be abandoned because of the First World War. Bernabo`was never reimbursed; he died back in Bedonia in 1933. After their last show, in Belgrade in 1915, Giovanni Aramini retired to Prato di Bedonia. 22 In 1833 one Rossi, from Compiano, was in London, dealing in wild animals which he imported from Africa and sold to his wandering compatriots. 23 In 1844 Bernardo Dallara, nicknamed Bagolone, was attacked and killed by his three bears in Momarola (near Bedonia), where he lived. 24 Another famous bear-trainer, Guglielmo Puelli from Varano de' Melegari, travelled to Finland and Russia, where he purchased a giant bear, and reached Sweden in 1880. There he married Johanna, who travelled with him selling toys and balloons. Puelli slept with the bear to protect himself from the northern frost and the bear defended him if brawls broke out. 'He is a better friend than a human being', the orsante said to a journalist. Puelli settled in Stockholm and became a plasterer. On the advice of his wife he sold the animal, but he always reminisced about his wandering life. When the bear died it was stuffed and mounted in the window of a shop in the old quarter of the town, and Puelli would spend hours gazing at it. 25 The last orsanti travelled with their bears into the 1920s: Antonelli from Ceio, Sozzi from Casa Lazzoni, Gigino Agazzi from Rio Merlino, Bertani from Libbia, Bruni from Monti -all villages in the same area. The last circus to disappear was the monkey circus (Affentheater) which was still functioning in the 1950s. It belonged to Giovanni Taddei, known as Tencio, a scimmiante from Masanti di Sopra (see below).
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC TRAIL
The question of how to incorporate the photographic image in research has been much debated. Some historians have railed against the use of pictures simply as illustration ('no essay should use pictures that are not supported by documents'). 26 Others use photographs as a source in their own right, in immigration history for instance, where they constitute a link of the migration chain, a way to 'testify' to good health and continuing relationship, an 'auxiliary of memory'. 27 Some historians recognize that photographs have a special value for research on the historically marginal: the 'photographic image opens a distinctive view into the production and meaning of historicity, particularly in social contexts in which the subject's place is urgently at issue'. 28 Whether pictures are staged or truthful can also be contentious. Researchers divide between a positivist approach (the image as proof) and a sceptical one (the image as a manipulated convention). A middle way entails questioning the relation between reality and intentionality, and accepting a compromise: 'the conventions may filter the information coming from the external world, but they do not exclude it'. 29 Interweaving photographs with other sources, 'using one to expose the silences and the absences of the other', is the method Raphael Samuel proposes in his essay the 'Eye of History'. 30 In this article I attempt to make pictures -most of them publicity shots -speak of orsanti history and personality by treating them as semiotic texts (as theorist Roland Barthes says, 'whatever the origin and the destination of the message, the photograph is not simply a product or channel but also an object endowed with structural autonomy') 31 and by comparing them with other visual material.
'All first impressions are irreplaceable insights', according to visual anthropologists John and Michael Collier. 32 In these photographs animals always occupy a central position, just as they did in the company, as its centre and heart. 33 ('If a beast dies on you, the bread dies', Antonino Taddei wrote to his son Giovanni in Germany in 1868.) 34 But something about these portraits is disquieting. The viewer is disturbed by some arresting detail, what Barthes calls a punctum -something that makes a photograph subversive or striking 'not when it frightens, repels or even stigmatizes, but when it is ''pensive'', when it thinks'. 35 The first puncta are given by conspicuous incongruence in the subjects photographed. Animals and men are posed side by side, camels in snow; monkeys are dressed like dolls; bears walk on two legs like travel companions. The presence of animals in these photographs emanates exoticism and a deep sense of things out of place. In one picture (Fig. 1 ) three camels look dumbly at the camera under the city sign of Fulda in central Germany while monkeys watch from the rickety superstructure of the horse-drawn cart behind. In the foreground, reaching high for its staff, a bear stands between two men. The pictured objects sit uneasily with each other: the camels do not belong with the bear, the bear does not belong with the muzzle or the staff, the monkeys do not belong on the cart, and the group itself does not belong on a German street. Figure 2 shows the company in a town in Germany with its cart and animals. Again, both bear and camel are incongruous against the background (the Gasthof Erich Bach, a typical German half-timbered building). On the right a man is beating a drum, the standard way to announce an impending orsanti performance. As the audience gathered, the acts would begin: balancing tricks from the goat, 'counting' by the horse, 'human' activities performed by the monkeys. The bear would dance and walk with a stick, then 'fight' with a man until defeated by tickles. (When audience interest waned, the camel would appear and let the children climb on its back.) One can easily imagine the effect of this extraordinary procession on surprised locals, such as the woman in the black shawl following at a distance in this photo. The serious look on the men's faces, not to speak of the dejected expression of the bear, seem to cast the coexistence of man and bear as somehow gloomy. The once cheerful thunder in the summoning drum is lost in the sepia (and perhaps rain).
These photographs seem uncanny -in the Freudian sense of unheimliche: their elements are cognitively dissonant, familiar yet strange, paradoxically attractive yet repellent at the same time. Their uncanny-ness stems directly from the bizarre type of labour entailed by this migration. Animal-trainers, descendants of the old 'charlatans', traded in exoticism and sold surprise to hungry peasants ignorant of the world, letting them toy with the extraordinary and briefly experience an unfamiliar, yet familiar, world. The charlatan had a long tradition in Europe, historian Piero Camporesi has shown. Camporesi evokes him as he appears in a fifteenth-century advice book by Teseo Pini. 36 He has a straight face with no flush or shame; a deep mastery of his craft (anyone 'who is in business and does not know it, will soon see his money turn into flies'); a distant work-place ('buy in Apulia, sell in France if you want to earn money'); a constant movement like that of a river ('He who stays at home sells his bull, he who goes to the market is like the river Po'); and definitely, a fiery shrewdness ('He who goes to the market wears a fox skin, not a donkey skin').
37 From the sixteenth century, charlatans began to augment their beguiling words with props. They made skilful use of 'what is marvellous or astonishing, and even more what is bloodcurdling, from the horrific to the terrifying'. 38 The orsanti's big brown bears surely fell at the far end of this spectrum, but -with a little exaggerationeven monkeys would do, as we read in the publicity posters of the orsanti circus, written in different languages: 'Citizens! If you want to laugh and have fun, come all to the Public Gardens to the Great Theatre of the Monkeys -three great shows every day.' 39 There was irony in the repeated use of the word 'great', next to pictures of the small round enclosure within which monkeys and parrots performed. Attractions included 'the savant goat Gisella', 'Augusta the monkey on a swing', the trapeze-artist monkey Moretto, and a 'monkey banquet served by African waiters'.
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A few photographs show the monkeys close-up, in frilly dresses, their pointed faces under straw hats (most 'uncanny'). The Taddei collection in the Archivio Ligure della Scrittura Popolare of Genoa includes several pictures of the old circus man Giovanni Taddei, owner of a small circus of monkeys and parrots, with wrinkled and smiling peasant face, across his waistcoat a watch with a golden chain and under his arm the omnipresent stick. In one photograph he poses with a friend and a monkey, the three of them aligned humorously at the same level. 41 In other pictures, Taddei is surrounded by dreamy child faces. They are the pale German children with enraptured eyes. The scantiness of his theatre contrasts with the fascination it produces in the children. Taddei trained his animals for a set programme: the monkeys would prepare lunch, go to bed or use a chamber pot, take walks and strolls in buggies pulled by dogs, and ride a small bike. 42 The following picture is probably an unposed snapshot (Fig. 3 ). It provides a rather striking glimpse of Giovanni Taddei affectionately buttoning the back of a monkey's dress as if she were a little girl, while the rest of the troupe perform. Taddei particularly liked this picture, and chose it as a publicity shot.
The punctum of the orsanti photographs above becomes even more striking if we compare them to the standard pictures of Italian migrants to the United States. 43 These, in contrast, produce only what Barthes calls studium: an unassuming interest, a quiet curiosity. In them, the immigrant's individuality, and his very ethnicity, is forfeited, hidden behind the phony background or foreground. Often the photographer's cardboard stages (sometimes depicting a car or bicycle) let only the subject's head be seen, thus completing the standardization of the immigrant. Conventional studio pictures offer a ready-made, overtly normalized stage upon which the immigrant body disappears. In the picture of an anonymous Italian immigrant miner, for example, taken in Michigan (Fig. 4) , the personality of the immigrant is subsumed by the staging, so as to send home a reassuring image. The message is that the migrant has undergone assimilation, and the only (weak) punctum, revealing the performativity of the whole operation, is that the shirt, probably rented in the studio as a last touch to make him pictureperfect, is tucked in at an awkward diagonal.
An additional contrast between the 'American' and the 'orsante' portrait is provided by comparison with the next illustration (Fig. 5 ). This card depicts the famous orchestra-man, Bartolomeo Corti. 44 He belonged to a family of seasonal migrants from Cavignaga and learned to play seven instruments at once from the Rossi brothers, of Sidolo, who at the beginning of the twentieth century had performed for the king of Montenegro and for the Grand Vizir of Constantinople. Bartolomeo was based in Switzerland, in Lausanne, and from there travelled around Europe with his two sons. He is depicted here with his son Giovanni, whom we can see in other pictures with monkeys: he grew up to be a scimmiante too and was still working in the 1940s. 45 Bartolomeo holds a traditional ghironda (hurdy gurdy), and wears a peculiar hat with brass bells. (A similar hat preserved in the Compiano Museum is topped by a star and half-moon, which suggests Turkish origin.) The card is signed by Giovanni Corti and dated Milan, 27 December 1900. 46 What is striking in this photograph is that it suggests movement. Immigrant pictures are mostly static. They usually show a worker posing for the camera at rest, or in the case of studio pictures a settled person, someone who has arrived, an immigrant at his final destination. Corti by contrast refuses such stability -even in the stillness of the print. The parallel composition of father and son immortalizes the unrelenting movement of these people over an uncertain, blurred, landscape.
Children like Giovanni, especially orphans, were often part of this migration. 47 Some documents call them 'portable orphans' (orfanelli portatili). Guglielmo Belli, an orsante from Masanti, left for the Austrian territory with a youngster of thirteen, Andrea Reboli, in 1848. The boy made repeated attempts to escape, according to an 1853 report in the Parma Archive. Reboli, it recorded, was 'a disobedient runaway and would prefer to escape the owner and live in idleness'. After one flight, he was found in the house of a 'good man' in Brotzen, Bohemia, who agreed to keep him. Reboli accepted but wished to see his mother one more time. If his family wanted him home they had to pay for his trip, and their plea to the government for help is in the Parma Archive. The Compiano Museum has a copy of a contract between two street musicians, master and servant, written in 1869, in Chiavari. Giovan Battista Raffo promises 'to take under my service for thirty months' Antonio Zenone, born in Sopralacroce, by 'taking him with me and at my expense in Prussia as a wandering musician, giving him a good musical instrument, room and board, and keeping him if sick for fifteen days for one illness, and giving him a monthly salary of fourteen cents of Italian lire starting a month after departure'. Antonio Zenone also promises to remain in Raffo's service for thirty months, 'to serve him as a good and wellbehaved servant, giving him all the gain that I will make while playing, and not to desert his service without good reasons'. 49 The age of Zenone's servant is not clear, but he could well be a young boy, since the law against taking minors of eighteen years abroad was passed only four years later.
Corti's smiling eyes and his son's shy gaze suggest the resilience of the orsanti -and their melancholy, which letters occasionally convey. Antonino Taddei writes to Vittore Belli, from Ansbach on 5 August 1909, a bittersweet letter. He declares he is 'always happy never worried', 50 but then adds: 'you will tell me about the news from Masanti you know well that when we are abroad we crave to . . . know news of the dear town where we were born in these countries we never know anything we only know where to go to drink beer where it is better'. 51 The orsanti inhabited instability, unlike American immigrants, who would settle for longer in one place, trying to make it home. The orsanti stayed in a foreign town only long enough to know where good beer was served. There is no sense of belonging, the rootlessness is constant and repeated. 52 They not only experienced the 'double absence' that is at the core of every immigration, 53 they also multiplied it endlessly. Even letters could barely maintain their ties with home. These men were not interested in writing about their experience abroad ('once abroad, the will to write home disappears'). 54 Receiving letters from home was a matter of luck. Letters for orsanti were held 'fermo posta' at the post-office box of the town where a fair was held, but sometimes the letter arrived
In their rootlessness, these characters were attractive romantic subjects. As novelist Arturo Cura`put it: they were not surprised by anything, by any of the facts that happened during their absence. They would listen, they smiled, but a vague shadow of melancholy hovered in their eyes. How could they return small and limited like their paesani, enclosed within the narrow borders of their vegetable gardens, they who kept thousands of streets and cities in their heart? 55 
THE EYES OF THE MARGINAL MAN
The second striking detail in these portraits is the look in the eyes of the orsanti. It is not the satisfied look of the successful immigrant, the contented pose of the americano (like the anonymous miner in Figure 4) . Nor is it the scared 'deer in headlights' look of immigrants about to board ship or to disembark in the new country (as in the well-known photographs of immigrant families at Ellis Island). Nor again is it the suffering look on the blackened faces of miners or railroad workers. These typologies are all absent here, unless perhaps in the sidelined figures of women and children. What we meet instead is a challenging gaze that pierces the picture, a hard look that is impenetrable rather than communicative, the mysterious and flaunted confidence of a man who stands hand in hand with a bear. Take Figure 6 : three men, a camel and two bears. The pyramidal composition provides a triangle of stability and self-assuredness. The erect position of the men, one astride the camel, speaks pride. Their faces are impertinently raised; they look straight into the camera, quietly but securely. Their tight jackets swell over their proud chests. 56 They show no fear; but they stage their strength. They keep two ferocious bears standing by them on a leash (and possibly an iron ring through the cheek). Forced to look straight ahead, the bears participate in the men's display of pride. In the background stands the camel, its tongue lolling, with no interest in the show of strength. In these men's eyes we can read the roguish effrontery that pushed them beyond familiar borders. Their gaze shows equal amounts of selfishness and camaraderie. It reveals the spirit of the pack that keeps them faithful to their 'company' ('I am fine united with my company') 57 and respectful of one another.
Such characteristics are evidenced in the handwritten notebook of Bernardo Dallara, preserved in the Genoa Archive. 58 Born on 24 October 1854 in Bedonia (Parma), Bernardo spent most of his life travelling. Even at fifty-eight, in 1913, having obtained a three-year passport for Switzerland, Austria, Germany and France; he set off with his teenage sons Bernardo and Luigi. Dallara's notebook, kept over several decades, recorded financial details (calculations of interest, called 'gain' or 'frutto'; records of debts 59 and bank deposits); a hand-written map of a field with notes on its cultivation; a calculation for building a new addition to the farm; even hand-written copies of contracts and certificates. They show him as landlord and man of business as well as performance entrepreneur. Such a man, though recorded as a travelling artist, was no naı¨ve artist or happy-go-lucky wanderer. He and others who headed orsanti companies and traded in exotic animals might not spell correctly, but they could precisely calculate interest and business transactions. They used banks and had business-oriented minds; if they decided to help each other with various loans, they also asked for a significant amount of interest (five per cent). They spoke other languages: in Dallara's case at least three. 60 As historian Carlo Stiaccini observes:
Officially Dallara appears to be a modest wandering artist with little cultural baggage, like many of his colleagues . . . He belongs to that 'grey zone' with many other small owners and wandering artists. He has scant writing abilities, clearly shown in the notebooks, but [yet] also an assiduous, we could say daily, relationship with writing. 61 The respect that tied one orsante to another is demonstrated in the notebook, in the only reference to their migrant work (there could have been more in pages which are missing). Stiaccini notes the difference of tone on this page, where the undisputed authority of the landowner is replaced by the 'consideration and mutual respect' of the circus owner. 62 The worker's opinion is being requested in what seems to be a draft letter regarding management changes in the circus. 'In regard to the price of the beast I cannot be precise . . . 63 There is also a reference to the company of men who need to stay together, and the boss's word that needs to be kept: besides I had agreed with my men to let them go home one after the other[,] when it is possible and then to have them come back to the company[,] this has to be observed as well . . . it is necessary to keep them all if they want to stay even if they are not strictly needed . . . and keep our word regarding the salaries and the part that goes to the men [,] mine and yours just the same[,] who will be paid from the company's profits . . . and we both will have the same rights and the same obligations towards the same men. 64 How these pages were actually used conveys indirect information about those making entries and their relationship to the book. For instance we find the Dallara family history on the first page (or the last page of the notebook reversed), with birth dates of the three children (Palmira, 1887; Giovanni, 1892; Luigi, 1899). 65 On the last page (or inside the front cover) deaths are noted, by another hand: Laura Baffi, 1910; Giovanni, 1921; Luigi, 1933; and 'padre Dallara Bernardo' himself, 1935. 66 On this same page, that records the tragedy of a father outliving his sons, there is a simple sum (for a child?) adding up pears (5 þ 1, 6 þ 1). Another page contains a string of insults toward a certain Luigi: a 'Beast', an ignorant, a scoundrel, a vagrant ('Luigi della Bestia delli ignorante del lasarone del vagabondo'), and an account of an accusation made by a debtor. The extreme variety of content expresses the eclectic abilities of these farmers and performers. Their handling of the paper, too -the first notebook continuously changes orientation and needs to be turned sideways and upside down to read every entry -is reminiscent of the sleight of hand familiar to people accustomed to shuffling cards, and makes the most of limited resources.
The passport issued in 1905 to Vittore Belli, another orsante (born in Bedonia, Parma, in 1884), presents a similar mix of information: official records with field-maps; quantities of logs cut and of coal; contracts, debts and payments; and the date (23 May 1922) when the expired passport became an account book (Fig. 7) . 67 Flexibility and unpredictability, though useful to an orsante, could be painful for his loved ones at home. In 1903 Vittore Belli left his brother in Paris to join a circus in Germany. He had not first told his father Antonio, who bitterly reproached him by letter: 'With tears in his eyes he told me . . . you left your brother in Paris and left for Germany, so suddenly, with a somersault . . . Dear Son, you have to know that all stones are hard everywhere, and he who decides on his own will pay from his own bag'. 68 A STRAIGHT GAZE Previous representations of wanderers and animal-trainers help us to read the 'gaze' in these later photographs. In the seventeenth century the Italian nobility started to commission paintings of lowly subjects, such as wanderers, travellers, or migrants, liking to view on canvas what they might abhor seeing in reality. Painter Annibale Carracci portrayed beggars, Giacomo Cerruti (nicknamed 'Pitocchetto', or 'Little Beggar'), Sebastiano Ricci and Alessandro Magnasco painted charlatans and vagrants. One detail interestingly links some of the lowly subjects in these paintings -the state of their eyes. The vagabonds in two paintings by Pitocchetto (Incontro nel bosco and I due pitocchi) have squints (Fig. 8) ; Carracci's man with the monkey (Uomo con scimmia) has a lazy eye (Fig. 9) ; while in Carracci's Suonatore di violino guidato da un giovane the travelling musician is blind. Diseases and infections could indeed leave a man blind, with little choice but to take to the road. But such visible defects can also symbolically suggest that these folks do belong to the margins and do look different. They bear the sign of the outsider, they belong to an alternative world, and they look suspicious. They are deviant as is their gaze. This interpretation would fit with the longstanding prejudice and suspicion towards wandering people. Early nineteenth-century prints of orsanti do not show specific characteristics in the bear-trainer. He is stylized and romanticized, as are his surroundings. But the responses of his audience are vivid -their curiosity palpable, their emotions visible as if performed on stage. Almost all the onlookers in Achille Pinelli's 'Ballo dell'orso' (1809) are women and children, simultaneously fearful and excited by the strangeness and size of the bear and perhaps too by his master. That eager interest in difference was a potential market, and printmakers began to produce more images (often sentimental or verging on the voyeuristic) of the poor, the vagrant, the exotic. In the Compiano Museum this is illustrated by a French postcard: 'Les saltimbanques derrie`re leurs baraques' (Acrobats behind their stall). Its emphasis is on poverty backstage, demonstrated by the ramshackle wagon, the boy standing beside it, dogs roaming around, a pot on the small fire, a broom on the ground near barrels and drums.
The representation of wandering orsanti and scimmianti thus moves on from the paintings of vagrants and pitocchi (beggars) on the walls of the rich, and the later prints and postcards stressing poverty and difference, to a point where the migrants begin to take control of how they are depicted. Historian Marco Porcella tracks this shift. 'They are not the untrustworthy ragged poor of Pitocchetto and do not have the artificial air of the nineteenth-century prints, calendars or ''popular costumes''. They have become subjects and authors of their portraits.' 69 Historian Gabriele D'Autilia suggests that when the peasant masses start asking to be depicted, once portraits become easily available, they initiate 'a process towards the active position of the subject, but also toward the modality of self-representation of the bourgeoisie'. 70 In Autobiografia di una nazione, D'Autilia notes the emergence of several new subjects in nineteenth-century Italy, all spurred by the 'need of representation'. 71 They include those renowned outsiders of Italian society, the brigands in the South. The brigands were the first internal enemies of the newly-formed Italian state, and Italy waged a war with them that made use of cameras as well as rifles. Initially these peasants-turned-enemies were portrayed either as rebel corpses or in criminal mugshots -then they turned the tables.
When possible, these brigands [asked] to be pictured in similar ways (boldly clutching their rifles): even the enemy [had] now interiorized the rituals, symbolic and ''social'' role of the photographic medium. 72 The bold, direct gaze of our orsanti, then, like the defiant stance of the brigand, thus demonstrates an important change in the control of representation. Both groups stood at the margins of society, and possibly of legality. Once they appropriated the dominant class discourse by becoming producers, sellers and users of their own publicity images, they wore their most defiant gaze. Visual anthropologist Johanna Cohan Scherer invites the researcher to question the relationship of subjects and camera and to establish whether the subjects are fearful, antagonistic or full of wonder, excitement and pleasure. 73 These migrants, practised performers, definitely took an active part in their own 'imaging'. 74 Besides, no one else could decide how to move a bear and could keep it, the camels and the monkeys in their staged positions for the camera. While the americani trusted the photographer to find the best pose, these orsanti did their own staging.
STAGING MIGRATION AND BEARS
Of the illustrations to this article, Figure 10 most clearly demonstrates the orsanti's entrance on the historical stage. Probably intended as a publicity shot, this picture displays the highly successful Bernabo`circus company in all its splendour. The intrusion of the hen in the centre foreground, certainly unplanned, highlights the 'stagedness' of the rest of picture (the Barthesian punctum). These migrants are 'performing' themselves in their own particular way. They are neither renting the photographer's suits nor borrowing a fake background. The focus is on the group, not the individual, and foreign elements are not expurgated. The strange company includes horns, paws and hooves; the accessories of their work -animals, carts, drums -are all there. Men and animals are composed and framed in a studied way: the semicircle of men, beer mugs to hand, the three hats on the third table, the prim girl on the chair. The animals too are posing: the goat balanced on a barrel on the table, the two horses with their front hooves on bales of hay, the monkeys on the wagons, the camels in silhouette to show their humps, the bear on a leash but almost sharing the table with the men. Three women are on the far right-hand side: this was definitely a male migration, women joined it in smaller numbers. 75 The eyes of these subjects are quietly staring into the camera. They do not reveal the commotion that must have preceded and followed the staging. In this theatre of migration, in front of the stage, you even find a spectator. Perhaps involuntarily, that hatted head works as a filter between us viewers and the stage. It makes the company of animals and man a theatre in itself, in their utter to-be-looked-at-ness. Besides realistic reminders of life on the road (those barrels evoke the quantity of water required for the beasts while travelling), the meticulous precision and attention to detail speak of a strong will to create their picture in history -at the same time displaying their work tools. They are, perhaps unwillingly, creating their own myth, and photography is the new technique they adopt to complete their performance.
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The image depicted in Figure 11 , used for the cover of the novel Orsanti by Arturo Cura`, is perhaps the best known. It is definitely a staged picture, but again, not domesticated into a docile studium. This is not only due to the imposing stature of the bear. The rhyming position of man and bear -the spread of their legs, their raised arms, their leaning towards each other, and the angle of their staffs -may well look artificial. But there is something, a fiery internal duality heightened by the parallel posture, that does not allow the picture to rest. The man and the bear identify with each other, almost imploding into each other. Zoom in to their eyes and you will be struck by the contradiction: the man is a vagrant, marginal, subordinate, if with a certain raffish confidence. The bear is a powerful giant, but enslaved, chained and trained to unnatural movements and steps. He is truly a deposed king.
How the bear reached the small Apennine villages is still unclear. Mortali and Truffelli suggest that it was somehow brought from distant lands just as iron sulphate or gum Arabic were brought from Africa to be peddled. They also argue that local bears were present in these woods, citing occasional mentions in documents and the occurrence of the word 'bear' (orso) in local place names (Codorso, Valle dell'Orso, Tana dell'Orso). 'Orsi' is, I may add, a common local last name. 77 John Zucchi offers the possibility that (with a certain historical irony) the bears were brought to Italy in the 1500s by Russian minstrels (skomorokhi). 78 Marco Ascari's hypothesis is that peasants who travelled to Eastern lands as soldiers saw and learned the tricks. One last supposition is that the bears came from the central Italian region of Abruzzi, where, protected, they still live today. 79 Whatever its origins, the bear is still present in the cultural substrata of the area. Even today, in the mountain towns, bear masks are very common at Carnival time.
It is noteworthy that these bears are dark. In Black: the History of a Color cultural historian Michel Pastoureau links the association of black and the devil with the bear. The bear's 'dark fur and anthropomorphic appearance made it a formidable creature, good to hunt but attributed with wicked behaviour' in Roman times. 80 In medieval times, its dark colour became the main feature of the diabolical beast: 'Like Satan, the bear was dark and hairy; like him it was cruel and harmful; like him it loved dark, secret places'. 81 The blackness of the animal fused with the blackness of its soul, adding to its powerful and deadly charge. The orsanti's black beasts gather strength from centuries of history that identify black with evil.
If we read further, the bear is not only the instrument of the orsanti trade. It is also the reflection of their decadence and redemption. The bear seems uncannily like a man, yet he is not. He seems a powerful beast, yet he is not. The deep significance of the bear in European history and mythology has been studied by Michel Pastoureau in his L'ours. Histoire d'un roi de´chu. This argues that there is a deeply-rooted relationship between men and bears, a history that interlaces power relations and religious domination. Pastoureau notes the resemblance between them. The bear is the only animal that can be represented standing upright (the origin of the uncanny feeling). Not only does it look like a man disguised, it can also physically behave like a man. 'It can stand, sit, sleep on its side or on its stomach, run, swim, dive, roll, climb, jump and even dance. . . . [T]he bear is the only animal who often raises its head to contemplate the sky and the stars.' 82 The bear used to occupy a place between the human and the divine. It was the king of the natural kingdom, emerging from the pagan North, until the early Middle Ages (around the year 1000) when the Catholic Church supplanted it with the king of the South, the lion. Pagan festivities relating to the bear slowly metamorphosed into days dedicated to saints whose legends include a bear (such as Valentine, Eligium, Vincenzianum, Blaise) or saints with the Latin root ursus in their names (Saint Ursus, Ursicenus, Ursula). The Catholic Candelora, the presentation of Jesus in the temple and the feast of light, replaced the antique feast that celebrated the end of the hibernation months for the bears, on 2 February. Always suspicious of human conduct that too strongly resembled animal behaviour, or that could evoke excessively sexual or violent suggestions, the Church relegated bear disguises to the marginal time of the year, Carnival. Literature reflected the decadence of the bear: the twelfth-century cycle Le Roman de Renard has Brun, the bear, dishonoured in front of the entire royal banquet. The beast was also humiliated in daily life. He appeared with a muzzle in the square where he was made to dance for the crowd. Children could touch him, dogs could taunt him, and 'he obeyed as a sort of sad and resigned buffoon'. 83 Only women had to keep their distance since the sexual attraction was considered reciprocal. Sensational stories spread tales of women violated by bears. The Church, asserts Pastoureau, would look upon this brutalization with favour because it stressed the demise of an animal that was once venerated. Wandering animal-trainers had the ethical permission to work with animals who bore the mark of impurity and were symbolically negative, such as the dog (unclean creature), the hare (believed to be a hermaphrodite and excessively sexual), the monkey (diabolical animal, hypocritical and obscene), even the squirrel (seen as the monkey of the forest). The 'dancing bear was a creation of medieval Christianity', writes Pastoureau. 84 In the sixteenth century Russian bear-trainers were immortalized by Ariosto in his poem Orlando Enraged:
But as the usage is of surly bear, By sturdy Russ or Lithuanian led, Little to heed the dogs in crowded fair, Nor even at their yelps to turn his head . . . . 85 The number of bear-trainers increased toward the end of the eighteenth century, but the beast was by then somewhat less wild. Engravings, prints and pictures showed 'small, meager, hairless bears', with 'a shy and resigned expression that contrasts with the flushed and grim look of their owners'. 86 Through this dethroning the bear becomes a most melancholic animal, and thus a romantic hero. In its decadence it does not, however, lose its strength. The physical force of the animal is clear (every language retains the saying 'strong as a bear'). Eating bear meat meant absorbing its strength. Even if the diet of bears has changed from being eighty percent meat-based in antiquity to a mere ten percent meat-based today, Pastoureau writes, the bear has always meant danger. The saints who tamed bears and the hermits accompanied by bears showed the power of holiness to subdue animal strength.
This long tortuous history is captured in the bear's eyes as they appear in photographs. While some of the orsanti pictures do show smaller, meagre bears, the most disquieting images (Figures 1, 2, 6, 11) show man-sized bears who seem to share human nature by walking upright and looking straight ahead with sad eyes. In these beasts we can see the alter ego of the orsante and the shadow of his migration. The language reflects it: Gregorio Scaia, from Trentino, starts his story of migration: 'I felt full of strength like a bear'. 87 Antonio Belli writes to his brother Vittore 'you must work like a bear'. 88 We need to note that the bears in these pictures are always standing, never prostrate or dominated by the hunter's boot. They become the migrant's travel companion and his mirror. 89 Like a bear, the migrant is a marginal, repressed, subaltern figure. Like the bear, he was forced down from the mountains in search of food. Like the bear, he was disciplined to do strenuous work (hagiography and iconography have bears carrying the baggage of Saint Corbinian, evangelizer of Bavaria in 700, or pulling the plough for Saint Eligius in 650). Like the bear, he 'woke up' in the spring and travelled. Like the bear, it was a painful destiny that provoked the 'dance' of his migrations. 90 The same mixture of dejection and strength appears in the eyes of migrants and bears. Sharing his destiny with the fallen king, the orsante domesticated the beast of migration.
CONCLUSION: ERASED TRACES AND ENDURING CHARM Today, few traces remain of this picturesque migration. The homes of the migrants are empty. Most of their children are gone. Fontanabonardi, for example, where the Taddei family lived, is a ghost village. The few letters left by the travellers are vague about their work. 91 They contain no record of their life in foreign lands, no stories about their animals or their audiences. Such a lack can be physical, where the documents themselves are deficient (with torn or missing journal pages) or illegible (with vertical, horizontal or diagonal lines across entries, or indecipherable words), or where photographs are impossibly faded. 92 But it also takes the form of a memory void, like an ancestral shame, the shadow of the outcast. Mortali and Truffelli document how in nineteenth-century Bedonia 'there was a current that did not accept and was ashamed of these artist and beggar compatriots who travelled the world'. 93 Often, families selling a house burned their documents first, for fear that they might contain compromising information, or from reluctance to let anyone know the value of their possessions. In Bedonia, a small mountain town with 1,500 inhabitants, there are, surprisingly, five banks. 94 These migrants have been almost erased from history, rather as if a stage secret needed to be kept. The deletion is the more remarkable as it is paradoxical: these were showmen, preceded by the publicity of drums and followed by a trail of applause. They were illusionists, dealers in exoticism and curiosity, entertainers. Their silence is thus conspicuous. And yet, their myth, if not their real story, is still alive and it inspired the opening of the Museum of Orsanti in Compiano. More a theatre than a traditional museum, with its heavy red curtains draped in an abandoned church, it emotively heaps together fake, probable and historical testimonies of past life. It was founded by the eclectic and exuberant stylist, painter and marionette-maker Maria Teresa Alpi. 95 Around it, every summer, the city organizes the Festival of the Travelling Artists (girovaghi), that draws street performers from all over Italy. The spirit of the orsanti is far from dead. 10 Piero Camporesi, Alimentazione, Folklore, Societa`, Parma, 1983, p. 22. An old saying evokes rural hardship: 'The peasant yawns / because he's parched or hungry / or he's sleepy and wants a nap / or he's sick with something he can't name': ('E' sbadaja e`vilan / O ch'l'a`sed o ch'l'a`fam / O ch'l'a`son e un po' durmı`/ O ch'l'a`un meˆl ch'e' un n'e' po' di'): Italo Camprini, Canta la cicala taglia taglia il grano al padrone al contadino la paglia. Ricerca di storia e cultura popolare, Lodi, 1978. 
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